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ABSTRACT

Objective: The study was carried out to evaluate the frequency and types of gestational trophoblastic diseases (GTD) in endometrial and hysterectomy specimen received for histopathology examination.

Setting: Department of Pathology, Basic Medical Sciences Institute, Jinnah Post Graduate Medical Center (JPMC) Karachi.

Subject: One thousand three hundred forty two cases of endometrial curettage (EC) and 1832 hysterectomy specimens were examined.

Results: Out of 1342 cases of endometrial curettage (EC) 242 cases of hydatidiform mole and 5 cases of choriocarcinoma were seen, whereas out of 1832 hysterectomy specimens, 9 cases of invasive mole were seen.

Conclusion: Hydatidiform mole was found to be the commonest gestational trophoblastic disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Gestational Trophoblastic Disease (GTD) comprises a spectrum of interrelated conditions including molar pregnancy, invasive mole, placental site trophoblastic tumors and choriocarcinoma that have varying propensity for invasion and metastasis. Gestational trophoblastic tumors are uncommon solid tumors that are highly curable even with widespread dissemination.¹²

While Gestational trophoblastic tumor occur after molar gestation they may follow any pregnancy.³ The reported incidence of gestational trophoblastic disease varies dramatically among different regions of the world. The published data shows the prevalence 0.7 in Australia⁴ to 4.6 per thousand live births in Hawaii.⁵

A study was planned to examine the EC and hysterectomy specimens to determine the frequency of gestational trophoblastic disease in our patients and to correlate the results with other studies.

METHODS

One thousand three hundred forty two cases of EC and 1832 hysterectomy specimen received during the period January 1995 to December 2004 in the Department of pathology, basic medical Sciences Institute, Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Center, Karachi were reviewed. H/E stained glass slides were
examined, all the cases of gestational trophoblastic disease identified, and the subtypes determined. In few cases special stains like Trichrome were employed to determine the invasive mole.

**RESULTS**

One thousand three hundred forty two cases of EC and 1832 hysterectomy specimens were examined. Out of these 256 cases of GTD were identified. They were further classified into the respective subtypes on the basis of microscopic criteria laid down by Paradinas.6

The commonest age group was found to be 21-30 years. Out of 256 cases of GTD the commonest was HM 242(94.5%). The second commonest was invasive Mole 9(3.5%) and the least common was Choriocarcinoma with 5(1.95%) cases. HM(Fig-1,2)was commonest in the age group of 21-30 yrs. Invasive mole (Fig-3,4) was the commonest in age group 31-40 and Choriocarcinoma(Fig-5,6) in age group 21-30 yrs (Table-I).

Out of 242 cases of HM, 172 (69.35%) were partial mole and 75(30.24%) were complete mole. Partial mole was commonest in age group 21-30 while complete mole was commonest in age group 41-50(Table-II).

**DISCUSSION**

Bagshaw has emphasized the importance of distinguishing a molar from normal conceptus by histopathology as the patients future depends on the distinction.7 There is also confirmatory evidence of influence of age on the incidence of gestational trophoblastic diseases.8

In our study highest frequency of gestational trophoblastic disease was found in the age group 21-30 years with the mean age of 27 years. The mean age (27 years) is in accordance with that reported by Mungan9 and Wasim.10

The commonest GTD was HM which constitute 242 (94.5%) cases. Of these partial moles were 172 (69.35%) and complete mole were 75(30.24%) cases. Nine (3.55%) cases of invasive mole were seen in 1832 cases of hysterectomy specimen examined whereas 5 (1.95%) cases of choriocarcinoma were seen in endometrial curettage examined.

Asian countries report the highest incidence of choriocarcinoma followed by Africa and Latin America, whereas Europe, Australia and USA generally report the lowest rate.11 The
incidence of choriocarcinoma is variable and given at 1,100,000 and 1,70,000 pregnancies in the West and 1250 and 1,600 pregnancies in Asia. According to a study at Liaquat Medical College Hyderabad by Mumtaz, the risk of choriocarcinoma after hydatidiform mole is about 2-4% which is thousand times greater than after a normal pregnancy. She also found that cancer is most likely to occur after complete mole.

The prognosis of GTD depends on exact diagnosis and treatment. HCG level estimation is helpful in both diagnosis and follow up. Routine histopathology is advised in all cases of EC to identify cases of gestational trophoblastic disease to determine the prognosis and future prospects of the patients.
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